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Tweet
This is the place to be tomorrow (Wed) at 2pm ET for #aiachat with
@henneberyeddy. Let's chat about the design process,
http://t.co/fVYnpugW
RT @AIANational: This is the place to be tomorrow (Wed) at 2pm ET
for #aiachat with @henneberyeddy. Let's chat about the design
process, http://t.co/fVYnpugW
Great discussion for architects tomorrow! RT @AIANational This is
the place to be tomorrow (Wed) at 2pm ET for #aiachat
http://t.co/Wlc0aQFF
Like talking #design & #architecture? If so join us 24 hours from now
for #aiachat! We'll be leading a discussion about design process.
RT @HaskellCo: Great discussion for architects tomorrow! RT
@AIANational This is the place to be tomorrow (Wed) at 2pm ET for #
aiachat http://t.co/Wlc0aQFF
RT @AIANational: This is the place to be tomorrow (Wed) at 2pm ET
for #aiachat with @henneberyeddy. Let's chat about the design
process, http://t.co/fVYnpugW
RT @aianational: This is the place to be today at 2pm ET for #
aiachat. Let's chat about the design process, http://t.co/rhsZ5TAz
Will you be tuning in with @AIANational to chat about your design
process today at 2pm ET? Join by following #aiachat
RT @HaskellCo: Will you be tuning in with @AIANational to chat
about your design process today at 2pm ET? Join by following #
aiachat
Today's the last #aiachat for 2012 and @henneberyeddy is ending it
w a bang! Let's chat abt the design process, http://t.co/fVYnpugW
RT @AIANational: Today's the last #aiachat for 2012 and
@henneberyeddy is ending it w a bang! Let's chat abt the design
process, http://t.co/fVYnpugW
If you're new to twitter chats, start here: http://t.co/FgIXwKoD Today's
#aiachat is on the design process at 2pm ET. Join us!
RT @aianational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/yHLueYNi Today's #aiachat is on the design process at
2pm ET.
RT @aianational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/i22xfnuB Today's #aiachat is on the design process at 2pm
ET
RT @aianational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/a3NFfA1e Today's #aiachat is on the design process at
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2pm ET
RT @AIANational: Today's last #aiachat for 2012 &
@henneberyeddy is ending it w a bang! Let's chat abt design process
http://t.co/4XT7RecD
RT @AIANational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/FgIXwKoD Today's #aiachat is on the design process at
2pm ET. Join us!
RT @aianational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/hwrCBUsl Today's #aiachat is on design process at 2pm
ET. Join us!
RT @AIANational: If you're new to twitter chats, start here:
http://t.co/FgIXwKoD Today's #aiachat is on the design process at
2pm ET. Join us!
Advance apologies to all my followers. It's a long chat night!
8pm-midnight I'll be on various chats. #citytalk, #aiachat,
#builtheritage.
RT @aianational: Today's the last #aiachat for 2012 and
@HenneberyEddy is ending it w a bang! Let's chat abt the design
process,...
@jonaskayla Don't forget #aiachat and #oneidea are going on today
as well.
We'll start #aiachat in abt 20 minutes. To our new followers, if you're
wondering what it's all about, go here http://t.co/fVYnpugW #aiachat
RT @AIANational: We'll start #aiachat in abt 20 minutes. To our new
followers, if you're wondering what it's all about, go here
http://t.co/fVYnpugW #aiachat
Looking forward to #aiachat on the #design process
Join @AIANational for the #aiachat beginning at 2pm ET! Connect
with other architects! http://t.co/euKCjosq
@DRAlmada @AndrewMikhael @HMCArchitects see you at 11am
PST for #aiachat on #design #inspiration?
@RitaSaikali @AndrewMikhael @HMCArchitects Why is most of my
office @RACAIA out and about!!!!! #aiachat #design #inspiration
First #AIAchat interested in the topic and what Architects have to say
about the design process
Let’s get Twitter rocking w/our monthly #aiachat. First: big THANKS
to our friends at @ReedConstrData for sponsoring today’s chat. #
aiachat
Are you following @ReedConstrData for info on industry trends, data,
and analysis? You should be. #aiachat
RT @DRAlmada: @RitaSaikali @AndrewMikhael @HMCArchitects
Why is most of my office @RACAIA out and about!!!!! #aiachat
#design #inspiration
Our topic today is the design process. Who’s chatting with us?
Introduce yourself. And don’t forget to use the hashtag #aiachat
@AIANational Present! Rahma Mohammed, architecture major from
Hampton University #aiachat
Rita Saikali from HMC Architects here - good to be back in the convo
#AIACHAT
@Jackerbie @jasnahadzic @selinmutdogan @courtneyrmc Will you
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be joining #aiachat, starting now, discussing the design process?
Peter Lindgren - manufacturer... #aiachat
sounds like someones fired up, Jamie from @ha_architecture in
Austin here. RT @AIANational: Let’s get Twitter rocking w/our
monthly #aiachat
Renee here from Global Site Plans in Istanbul, Turkey. #aiachat
David Almada - @RACAIA - #aiachat
reThink Wood is here for today's #aiachat about the #design process
hosted by @AIANational and @HenneberyEddy #aiachat
The next twitter chat of the evening starts now at #aiachat. Join us for
a conversation about the design process.
Welcome, all! It's great to see some of you inviting your friends to join
us. Thank you! I’m @SybilWB at @AIANational. #aiachat
@GlobalSitePlans looking forward to following the discussion on the
design process #aiachat
If you’ve been chatting with us for a while, you know the reminders . .
. #aiachat
Number your responses with the number corresponding to the
question, e.g., Q1. And to help everyone follow the chat, use the tag
#aiachat
Here. Here! Andrew H from Texas. Ready to chat for a bit today. I will
stick as long as I can. Busy day around the office. #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch here #aiachat
And don’t forget to bookmark http://t.co/FgIXwKoD for transcripts and
upcoming chats. #aiachat
I’m thrilled that @HenneberyEddy is our guest today. Hennebery
Eddy is a design firm in Portland, OR. #aiachat
@jasnahadzic Glad to see you on here. The first The Grid blogger to
join today's #aiachat.
RT @AIANational: And don’t forget to bookmark http://t.co/FgIXwKoD
for transcripts and upcoming chats. #aiachat
@AIANational @HenneberyEddy Thanks for hosting today's #aiachat
.
@HenneberyEddy will be posting today’s questions.
@HenneberyEddy, ready to rock 'n roll with Q1? #aiachat
Thank you to @AIAnational for the introduction, we are excited for
today's #aiachat and we'll get started now!
q1: What percentage of your firm's work do you consider to be
“design”? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: I’m thrilled that @HenneberyEddy is our guest
today. Hennebery Eddy is a design firm in Portland, OR. #aiachat
A1 Not an architecture firm, but our business is all design, in my
opinion. It's a daily creation/design process. #aiachat
@jonaskayla See you there. Want to join #aiachat in the meantime?
A1: #allORnothing #aiachat
A1 Perhaps this question could be widened to include those who are
students on #aiachat as well?
A1: about 10% #aiachat
Q1: Somewhat of a "loaded" question. "Design" includes a vast range
of possibilities. Includes all aspects of our work. Invades all #aiachat
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Q1) 100%, although we may have about 25% "designer" titles, we
always look at solutions from a #design perspective collectively. #
aiachat
@falloutstudio can you elaborate? #aiachat
A1: recent work has been code reviews and as-built documentation. #
aiachat
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A1 Perhaps this question could be widened to
include those who are students on #aiachat as well?
RT @AIANational: Let’s get Twitter rocking w/our monthly #aiachat.
First: big THANKS to our friends at @ReedConstrData for sponsoring
today’s chat. #aiachat
Approach every issue as a "design" issue. Details. Drawings. SOQ.
etc, etc. And unfortuantely even some billings these days! :-0 #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: Are you following @ReedConstrData for info on
industry trends, data, and analysis? You should be. #aiachat
@HawkinsArch agreed... billings too? Interested to learn how. #
aiachat
@HawkinsArch this question was meant to establish a basis for the
rest of the discussion, we agreed that design can be found in all #
aiachat
q2: How collaborative is your design process? #aiachat
Just joining in on today's #aiachat
Yes! That is how is should be!! MT @ritasaikali: Q1) 100%, , we
always look at solutions from a #design perspective collectively. #
aiachat
@HenneberyEddy our process starts w/ a #coffeesketch 'Design' is
inherent in all phases and all projects #aiachat A1
A1: Our firm focuses on finding design in every project we work on.
The more personal a project is the more pride we take in it #aiachat
RT @AIANational: I’m thrilled that @HenneberyEddy is our guest
today. Hennebery Eddy is a design firm in Portland, OR. #aiachat
@HawkinsArch Well said about applying design to billings and other
office activities. #aiachat
A1 As a student its probably about 20% research at the beginning and
80% for the rest, except for thesis work, which is about 50-50 #
aiachat
A2: try to engage client thru entire design process with sketches and
3D models. #aiachat
@AIANational Does form follow function, or does functiom follow form
? :) In school we are told to do both, EPCC El Paso TX #aiachat
@ritasaikali Just being fun! I meant that even those take some
creativity in the current economy! Hard to design appropriate fee! #
aiachat
a2: collaboration is paramount both internally as a studio but
additionally w/ consultants and clients we r fortunate to work w/ #
aiachat
A2: clients want to be kept informed of every step so they know where
money is going. #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch how about internally? #aiachat
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A2 My design process is 60% individual, 40% collaborative. Once I
have something in mind, I seek opinions that often change it. #
aiachat
@ritasaikali But my invoices are very detailed and present the
information in a effective manner. So at some point I designed them!
#aiachat
A2) Very - from the get-go & throughout phases, discussions involve
designers, market specialists, technical staff, estimators etc #aiachat
Q2) Very collaborative. Helps me feel like I am in tune with projects I
am not managing. Q2) #aiachat
Ditto what @HawkinsArch said... MT "Approach every issue as a
"design" issue. Details. Drawings. SOQ. etc (inc'l billing!)" #aiachat
A2: Design=collaboration. It must! It is not always an easy task. Some
of the players are not always willing. But we try hard!! #aiachat
@HawkinsArch I like your approach, hadn't considered it ;-) Proof we
can truly apply #design to the ENTIRE process & business. #aiachat
a2: as design is a process that you just learn so much from listening |
collaboration & transparency is key for project and studio #aiachat
Are there any sole proprietors in #aiachat today? Would love to hear
how you collaborate?
@falloutstudio yes RE: internal + external collaboration. #aiachat
RT @HawkinsArch: Q1: Somewhat of a "loaded" question. "Design"
includes a vast range of possibilities. Includes all aspects of our work.
Invades all #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy I'm always thinking about design. If client's wish
takes more than sketch I explain further steps of process. #aiachat
Let's clarify "design:" to create, fashion, execute, or construct
according to plan; to make a drawing, pattern, or sketch. #aiachat
Great article on #design process positioning #architects as problem
solvers http://t.co/0gbCxoGe via @PostRealEstate #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy I'm a sole proprietor. Hard to collaborate but offer
to discuss and sketch out ideas in front of client. #aiachat
Again, Let's clarify "design:" to conceive and plan out in the mind; to
draw the plans; to have as a purpose. #aiachat
q3: Does your design team build consensus, compromise, or does
one designer ultimately make decisions? #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch with consultants too? #aiachat
A2 It is one of our main talents as Architects. We are facilitators of
collaboration. & it should be an integral part of practice. #aiachat
A2, we agree with @HawkinsArch design is collaboration. Keeping
everyone involved creates great results! #aiachat
@GlobalSitePlans For today's #aiachat let's think of design as the
creative process.
@RitaSaikali Usually consultants come in after layout is developed to
inform of systems. #aiachat
Agreed! MT @hawkinsarch: A2 It is one of our main talents as
Architects...it should be an integral part of practice. #aiachat
@henneberyeddy Great, thank you for the clarification. #aiachat
Agree with thoughts abt internal & external collaborations. Both are
key to thoughtful design process. Many minds r better than 1 #
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aiachat
Q3: my design team would include consultants and develop
consensus of systems. #aiachat
RT @VOAArchitecture: A2, we agree with @HawkinsArch design is
collaboration. Keeping everyone involved creates great results! #
aiachat
A3) At the end of the day all ideas should be discussed, but project's
lead designer has to make decisions to move project forward. #
aiachat
A3, Our design teams work as a collarative effort - consensus,
compromise! We welcome new, creative ideas from anyone on the
team. #aiachat
RT @HawkinsArch: A2 It is one of our main talents as Architects. We
are facilitators of collaboration. & it should be an integral part of
practice. #aiachat
@RitaSaikali Agree with your A3. most of time architect acts as lead
designer unless it's a manufacturing facility. #aiachat
A3: It's a team effort. Everyone on teh team has to work for the best
solution for the client. #aiachat
Q3: In school, every solution to a design project was ultimately
decided based on building consensus #aiachat
@HawkinsArch agreed! #aiachat
a3: ideally #design consensus crystalizes the 'aha' moment and
allows for both the bold vision of many and a series of compromises #
aiachat
A3 - it is my experience that generally, one principal makes the design
decisions or it is a consensus b/w a couple of them. #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch fair, + we should be flexible to adapt our design to
optimize all systems to work together; structural/MEP etc #aiachat
Yes! RT @VOAArchitecture: A2, we agree with @HawkinsArch
design is collaboration. Keeping everyone involved creates great
results! #aiachat
A3 Everyone on the internal team has input on design. All parts if they
want it. Each person has a certain perspective to add. #aiachat
RT @VOAArchitecture: A3, Our design teams work as a collarative
effort - consensus, compromise! We welcome new, creative ideas
from anyone on the team. #aiachat
q4: To what degree is a client (or public) involved in the design
process. How do you manage design-related disagreement with
them? #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy In school, it can be a clash because everyone
wants parts of their design to show so the teacher knows they did
work #aiachat
Agree with @RitaSaikali for A3 as well, leadership is key to driving a
project forward and making clear decisions! #aiachat
A3) We keep it open. the lead designer or principal has to make the
key decisions. Otherwise as artists we will keep pushing #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A3 The phrase "A good compromise leaves
everyone unhappy" can definitely apply in these cases #aiachat
A3, ideally the design process should be balanced between
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productive collaboration and strategic leadership. #aiachat
A4 That is dependent on the client and the project. But they always
have involvement. It may be based more on their view of Arch. #
aiachat
Q4: Usually will discuss with them why I might disagree with their wish
but ultimately must meet their needs. #aiachat
@mercymdesign Yes, in school teams can be a challange as
everyone wants to stand out! All that creative energy is exciting
though! #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A4 We often have real clients for our project who
come in at the start of the design to let us know what they want #
aiachat
A4 Managing design disagreements is always tricky. About best
wording here is "You win some, you lose some" Explanations help
win. #aiachat
A4: A good working connection with your client can alleviate tensions
if there is disagreement. #aiachat
A4: Explain your process better about the design solution you
presented. Client still may disagree, but you need to try. #aiachat
Yep. RT @chattanoogaarch: Q4: Usually will discuss with them why I
might disagree but ultimately must meet their needs. #aiachat
A4: sometimes the codes help me explain why something can't be
done. #aiachat
RT @HenneberyEddy: q3: Does your design team build consensus,
compromise, or does one designer ultimately make decisions? #
aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A4 if you see a teacher as a type of client there
can be differences in vision which cause you to fail the project #
aiachat
@HawkinsArch Agreed, client's view of architecture has great
influence on a project. As designers we must "challenge" those views
#aiachat
& why certain things should b considered RT @chattanoogaarch: A4:
sometimes the codes help me explain why something can't be done.
#aiachat
A4) discuss cons/pros of their suuggestion + educate them on
alternates to yield middle ground, not sacrificing quality/bottom line #
aiachat
@mercymdesign Yes, although teachers aren't always correct about
design. If you back it up with imagery, the argument is stronger #
aiachat
q5: Where do you find design inspiration? #aiachat
Yes. MT @ritasaikali: A4) ...not sacrificing quality/bottom line #
aiachat
A5) varied physical/online environments; design & non-design
convos, other projects, travels, imagery, @pinterest =) #aiachat
A5: agree with @RitaSaikali but more specifically from the project
context. #aiachat
@ritasaikali what's inspired you most recently? #aiachat
A5: exchanging where for how, design inspiration stems from childlike
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curiosity. literal & figurative dialogue w/ people & place #aiachat
RT @AIA_Media: Great article on #design process positioning
#architects as problem solvers http://t.co/0gbCxoGe via
@PostRealEstate #aiachat
RT @RitaSaikali: A5) varied physical/online environments; design &
non-design convos, other projects, travels, imagery, @pinterest =) #
aiachat
A5: @RitaSaikali already gave a great answer. But I also try to draw
inspiration from nature and the natural world around us. #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy work of @archforhumanity; always providing max
results with min means; helps w/ my client/project constraints. #
aiachat
q6: Do you begin designing with form or function? #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy a graphic response via my pinterest =)
http://t.co/Psb7F0gR + the progressive work of some architects such
as SHoP. #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A6 Function always, otherwise you won't pass the
project, and site research to see how it functions in its area #aiachat
a6: Fiction as it allows 4 both; every design has a story 2 tell RT
@HenneberyEddy: q6: Do you begin designing w/ form or function? #
aiachat
@ritasaikali that's some great imagery! http://t.co/ms7MuPK1 #
aiachat
@HenneberyEddy thanks, when I feel "stuck" I sometimes deffer to
pinterest for a swift kick to my imagination + love of design ;) #aiachat
RT @HenneberyEddy: @ritasaikali that's some great imagery!
http://t.co/ms7MuPK1 #aiachat
A6: Generally start with function. Seems published starchitects today
focus most on form. Is that architecture or sculpture? #aiachat
@falloutstudio what about a remodel of an existing building - the form
already exists - so function must follow form. #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A5 I look at the site area and try to grab elements
from there and how other international architects did it #aiachat
@falloutstudio @HenneberyEddy agreed, the story keeps us & our
clients engaged, excited, and optimistic #aiachat.
Great point MT @chattanoogaarch: A6: ...Seems published
starchitects today focus most on form. Is that architecture or
sculpture? #aiachat
q7: To what degree do you revisit your past projects when designing a
new one? #aiachat
A6) Begin design with programming, hence function... inevitably with
form ideas at hand. #aiachat
@RitaSaikali very true. stories are important. nicely put #aiachat
Q7: Review similar details and layouts but only if similar. "How'd I do
that last time?" #aiachat
a7: seldom, but revisiting old sketchbooks, dipping back into process often. #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A7 I try to remember what parts of my old projects
my teachers didn't like so that I won't make the same mistakes. #
aiachat
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One source of inspiration we forgot about. Sketchbook images made
while traveling. I use that some times. #aiachat
A6 Larger scale = function. Smaller scale (i.e. details) = form. And the
"story" is also one part of the overall function. #aiachat
A7) Agree w @chattanoogaarch on repeat solutions+ @falloutstudio's
sketchbook for ideas that could've been great/were not realized. #
aiachat
@mercymdesign Also remember what worked so you can build on it
in the next project; reuse a good process to create new ideas. #
aiachat
RT @HawkinsArch: A6 Larger scale = function. Smaller scale (i.e.
details) = form. And the "story" is also one part of the overall function.
#aiachat
@chattanoogaarch My favorite book talking about that is the
"Architecture of the Absurd: How "Genius" Disfigured a Practical Art"
#aiachat
@chattanoogaarch my daughter recently told me she wants to be a
scupltor's apprentice because " daddy, its a lot like architecture" #
aiachat
A7: Yes... Only look back at lessons learned. On all scales of form
and function. #aiachat
A7) Keep in mind past project's "lessons learned" to be more effective
moving forward. #aiachat.
q8: How significantly is your design influenced by evidence-based
research or experience? #aiachat
Q8) very, no point in re-inventing wheel, but should always look to
improve solutions as we learn of new systems/user experiences + #
aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A8 It's based on what I've seen work in real life.
I'm relatively well traveled, which is reflected in my projects #aiachat
concur RT @RitaSaikali: Q8) very, no point in re-inventing wheel,
but... improve as we learn of new systems/user experiences + #
aiachat
RT @RitaSaikali: @HenneberyEddy thanks, when I feel "stuck" I
sometimes deffer to pinterest for a swift kick to my imagination + love
of design ;) #aiachat
I have to run but as always great #aiachat inspiration. Thanks
@HenneberyEddy @AIANational @HawkinsArch et al. much
respect+ Happy holidays!
q9:
Thanks for all the great input @ritasaikali. #aiachat
@RitaSaikali @HenneberyEddy I follow "Trust Me, i'm an Architect"
on FB for the same reason http://t.co/TreN85il #aiachat
Q9: Precedent sounds more about system solutions, Plagiarism
sounds more like outright copying a whole design. #aiachat
@RitaSaikali Thanks, Rita, for stopping by. #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch precedent as in: inspiration drawn from the work
of others #aiachat
And we've got one last question for those still around.... #aiachat
q10: What media do you primarily use to design & present your work?
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#aiachat
@HenneberyEddy -True, but while I might look at others work, I don't
want to copy it. But use it as inspiration. #aiachat
I am outta here too! Can put off lunch no longer. It was a great chat!
@RitaSaikali @falloutstudio @henneberyeddy @chattanoogaarch #
aiachat
Q10: hand sketching and sketchup. #aiachat
Thanks to all for joining us for #aiachat. Thanks to @AIANational for
giving us the opportunity to lead the discussion!
@mercymdesign thanks for participating in #aiachat today, always
nice to hear from students!
And that’s a wrap for #aiachat in 2012! We couldn’t have ended the
year with a better convo! Thanks to all for taking part today. #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy A10 Sketchup and Photoshop #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy: Thanks for the chat topics. Need to sign off. #
aiachat
We especially thank @HenneberyEddy for hosting today’s chat.
#sogladyoudidit #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch Yes! Sketching! We'd love to see more of it in the
profession. #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch: @HenneberyEddy - a viewpoint like 'someone
who is well-read' or 'well travelled' influence from precedent #aiachat
RT @AIA_Media: Great article on #design process positioning
#architects as problem solvers http://t.co/0gbCxoGe via
@PostRealEstate #aiachat
@HenneberyEddy I had a great time this chat was really informative,
I'll definitly be joining the next one #aiachat
RT @AIANational: We especially thank @HenneberyEddy for hosting
today’s chat. #sogladyoudidit #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And that’s a wrap for #aiachat in 2012! We
couldn’t have ended the year with a better convo! Thanks to all for
taking part today. #aiachat
a10: #coffeesketch then all the usual digital suspects | enjoyed the #
aiachat thx @AIANational et al
Stats for today's #aiachat || http://t.co/jsyVtw2N || via
@Hashtracking
Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for our next chat. See
you in the new year! #aiachat
A side note: Interested in blogging about architecture, urban
planning? Apply by Dec. 9th. #aiachat http://t.co/9sMCM3bW
RT @RitaSaikali: @AIANational @HenneberyEddy Thanks for
hosting today's #aiachat.
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
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RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
The long night of chatting is over. Thanks to everyone who
participated tonight. #citytalk #aiachat #landscapechat #builtheritage.
Wowzerrs.
I missed #AIAchat today! I guess I'll have to wait for the recap.
RT @VOAArchitecture: A3, Our design teams work as a collarative
effort - consensus, compromise! We welcome new, creative ideas
from anyone on the team. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @HenneberyEddy: q6: Do you begin designing with form or
function? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Mark your iCals for Wed., January 2, at 2pm ET for
our next chat. See you in the new year! #aiachat
RT @VanirCareers: First #AIAchat interested in the topic and what
Architects have to say about the design process

